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'State-of-the College' address poignantly
Teaching
'old thinkers' clear on financial plight of higher education
ago ... I met with you to outline how ·
new tricks
budget will not be decided upon
we were going to deal with a miduntil sometime in June, as of this
by Clare Eckert
What's News Editor

by Cynthia DeMaio
What's News Writer

an people who consider
themselves unimaginative
come up with a great new
idea? Can a professor of
average ingenuity teach others to be
"Yes" says Stephen
creative?
Ramocki. All it takes is knowledge
about the creative process and lots
of practice.

C

Business will not be as usual in
1994 for the Rhode Island College
community. For that matter, with
the chances of adequate state appropriations to the system of higher
education looking dimmer and dimhave
mer, what Rhode Islanders
come to expect from the University
of Rhode Island, the Community
College of Rhode Island and RIC,
may be quite different in the years
ahead.
Sounding like an economist at
times, a public relations spinmaker,
a college president and the bearer of
John
bad news, RIC President
Nazarian was all of the above and
more as he brought his vision about
the College in particular, and the
system of higher education in general to the attention of the RIC comm unity with strong words and
of
stronger yet, announcements
pending future change and direction
at the annual "State-of-the-College"
address on Feb . 1. .
was a self imposed
Foremost
deadline of April 15 for himself and
a committee of College faculty and
staff to map out a plan for the coming year and beyond. His intent is to
review the most recent reorganization plans submitted by the four
vice presidents, generate suggestions "individually and collectively"
from the community, and pattern a
path that "ensures (the College's)
viability for the next 140 years,"
President Nazarian said. The president's reference to "the next 140
years" refers to the fact that RIC is
in its 140th year of existence.
Clearly stating that "no program,
no service, no activity, no person , no
position is sacred," the pres ident's
pledge hit to the heart of the
int~grity and history of the College.
"What is sacred is Rhode Island
College - my college and your college."
The question of proper and adequate funding for the system of
higher education by the state was at
the core of the President's remarks.
He explained that the operating
budget for the system of higher education requested by the Office of
Higher Education is $130 million
for FY 95. Although the final state

date, the president said, "We have
been led to believe that less than
the current funding level will be
to the General
recommended
Assembly." The current budget is a
little less than $118 million, with an
additional off-budget allocation of
$5.2 million in bonds, for a total of
$123 million. The $5.2 million represents a one-time infusion for capital and repairs and is not in the
base.
"You know that if a rubber band
breaks, it can only be tied together
so many times," the president analo.:
gized. "Once it's tied together ... well,
the area it encloses gets smaller
and smaller."
The president's annual February
trips to the podium have become a
necessity to inform the community
about what to ~nd what not to
expect in the coming year. Each
message"
year, the "messenger's
sounds bleaker and bleaker.
About 300 people showed up for
one of two sessions held in Whipple
Hall. "A little more than four years

year rescission of $2.1 million. At
that time most of the economists
indicated that Rhode Island ... would
recover from the recession sometime
during calendar 1991; that was later
changed to mid-year 1992; then the
I go on?" he
end of 1992--need
asked.
The historical picture is such that
state appropriations to RIC in FY 88
were $28. 779 million, or 70. 7 percent of total revenue. This year - FY
is
94 - the state's contribution
$28.349 million or 52. 7 percent of
total revenue. On the other hand,
tuition and fees in FY 88 generated
$10.112 million or 24.8 percent of
the budget. Today, they account for
41.9 percent of the total operating
budget for RIC, or about $22.533
million.
Compounding the problem is that
as state funding has decreased, stu:..
dent enrollment increased. In FY 88,
total headcount was 8,040 and in FY
93, the number reached over 9,500.
Continued on page 4
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Ramocki, an associate professor of
marketing at Rhode Island College,
set off to learn more about creativity
after reading a book on the topic by
Yale psychology professor Robert
Sternberg. The subject so intrigued
him that he devoted his sabbatical
to it, doing research at Yale last
spring.
Ramocki will publish his findings
of
this summer in the Journal
Marketinq Education. This article,
together with an earlier one he
wrote for the spring 1993 issue of
Review,
Education
Marketinq
argues that creativity can be taught
in the classroom.
"Most people make the assumption- that creativity will emerge naturally given the right knowledge
and circumstances," Ramocki said.
But it can be helped along when
people understand the basic ingredients of creativity and are given a
chance to- solve problems in novel
ways, he said.
According to Sternberg and Teresa
Amabile (leaders in the study of creativity), a combination of social conditions, intellectual style, and perContinued on page 9

COLLEGE PRESIDENT John Nazarian speaks to the College community at
his 'State of the College' address. (What's News Photo by Gordon E.
Rowley)

First of its kind at R/C-

Katheri Jle Murray Endowment established
by Clare Eckert
What's News Editor

We conclude that in the field of
public education, the doctrine of
'separate but equal' has no place.
Separate educational facilities
are inherently unequal.'

The United States of America's
Supreme Court in their wisdom and
bravery declared those words in the
historic Brown v. Board of Education
of Topeka case in 1954, thus opening
a new chapter in the life of a democratic society designed to provide protection for difference of thought, and
laws allowing each of its citizens to
exist in an equal and just land.

Katherine Murray was 16 years
was
decision
the
old when
announced that would - once and for
all - recognize that public education
was the right of people of all colors,
and all religious,
all nationalities
And that each school
regardless.
should be filled with the diversity of
Continued on page 8
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Grants and Contracts
The following project directors
have recently received grant and
contract awards:
Joseph Costa (Student Affairs),
from the Rhode Island Department
Support
"Student
of Education,
Summer Food Service Program: 93,"
$4,171; Mariam Boyajian (Student
Affairs), from the Rhode Island
Department of Education, "Upward
Food Service
Summer
Bound
_ Support Program," $9,633; Chester
Smolski and Anne Petry (Arts &
from the
Education),
Sciences/
of
Department
Island
Rhode
Education, "The Geography Behind
U. S. History," $1,000; and from the
·
Rhode Island State Legislature,
"National Geographic Legislative
Matching Grant: 93-94," $21,227;
and from the National Geographic
Foundation,
Society Education
"National Geographic Grant: 93-94,"
$50,000; Vivian Morgan (Arts &
Sciences), from the Rhode Island
Office of Higher Education, "InnerConsortium:
City School/College
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Probability and Games of Chance,"
Collins
Lenore
$10,000;
Technology), from the
(Industrial
Rhode Island Department of Human
Services, "Refugee Training: 93-94,"
$110,000; Robert Shein (Arts and
from The Champlin
Sciences),
Foundations, "Multicultural Media
Thomas
$150,000;
Center,"
Kochanek (Education), from the
of North Carolina at
University
Chapel Hill, "Early Childhood
Research Institute: Systems Based
93-94," $258,918;
Investigation:
Alice Grellner (Education), from
of
the Rhode Island Department
Island
"Rhode
Education,
Consortium on Writing: 93," $4,500:
Joanne Howard (Education), from
the Rhode Island State Council on
the Arts, "Celebrate Young Children:
Their Future in Our Hands," $1,325;
and David Nelson and Richard
Olsen (Education/ Adams Library),
from the Rhode Island Department
"Carnegie Middle
of Education,
Grades Project," $5,000.

Sculptor J. Goto
dies; one of his
works at RIC
Joseph Noboru Goto, 78, a widely
exhibited sculptor and painter, one
of whose works in steel is located at
Rhode Island College, died recently
at his Providence home.
Titled "Victory," the large sculpture, situated on the south end of
the RIC Art Center, had been
donated to the College in 1984 after
having been displayed on Kennedy
Plaza as part of the Mayor's City
Celebration.
Goto described the piece as an
art of the
"abstract-expressionist
human spirit."
It was created in the 1960s and
exhibited at first in the Museum of
Art at the Rhode Island School of
Design where Goto had been a visiting artist.

ALUMN~_
ASSOCIATION

& ALUMNI

FUND

NEWS

"The reports of their deaths have been greatly exaggerated," or how your
"death" can appear as a class note. The bottom line is-we goofed.
Here's w.hat happened. Just before the holidays, my secretary told me I had a
call from a James Tartaglione. I told her that he was a classmate of mine. Then I
got a little nervous. It couldn't J:>ethe Jim Tartaglione I knew because his obituary
had just appeared in Perspectives. I remember thinking at the time how sad it
was that someone so young was gone. Maybe it was just someone with the
a call from one of those guys selling calendars or
same name-probably
·
imprinted shoelaces (yes, we get calls like that all the time.)
I tentatively answered the phone and gave my name. Jim said, "I don't know if
you remember me, but we graduated together in 1973." After being a bit taken
aback, I told him how glad I was to hear his voice. It seems his aunt, Loretta
McKittrick, class of 1976, called him to say his obituary was in the alumni .magazine.
We learned a number of years ago not to rely on returned mail marked
"deceased." On rare occasions, the designation is incorrect. We wait for a
printed obituary or a call from a friend or family member.
I apologized to Jim and said I couldn't figure out how this happened. He knew
exactly. He had an uncle with the same name, including the same middle initial.
In college Jim never used James G. Tartaglione II. Years later, when some of his
official papers got mixed up with his uncle's, he started using the "II" to tell them
apart. Jim moved out of state, and we lost his address. We came across a
James G. Tartaglione living in North Providence (where Jim used to_live) and did
a file update. His uncle must have enjoyed getting Rhode Island College mail
because he never told us not to send it. When his uncle died, so did the name on
our files.
We did laugh about the incident. When I invited him to our class reunion, he
said he might attend wearing a shroud! Just so his classmates will know, Jim is
alive and well and living in Salem, Mass.
Two days later we got our second call from beyond. Edward Connor, class of
1989, also read about his "death" in Perspectives, the same issue, by the way,
that featured an alumni profile of his father-in-law, Joseph Securo, class of 1940.
Ed's wife, Joan Securo, class of 1977, receives the alumni mail at their home. Ed
didn't know we had "lost" him when he got married and found another Edward
Connor (who also apparently enjoyed his RIC mail). He probably figured we had
one well to consolidate mailing labels and send only one copy per home. Well, I
apologized again for the mix-up. He laughed and said he was keeping the clipping on the refrigerator.
When I told him I would do my next column about him and Jim Tartaglione, Ed
said, "Just tell them I'm alive and well completing a master's degree in American
civilization at Brown, and teaching at RISO in the advertising and design department.
We were very happy to get the reports of both alumni
being alive and well. I'd like to thank both Jim and Ed for
their sense of humor and for helping us set the record
straight. We're very sorry for the mix-up.
Just a word to the nearly 35,000 alumni out there-help
us by keeping your name and address current to cut down
on those calls from beyond.
Holly L. Shadoian
Director of Alumni Affairs

Foundation elections announced

address
Send
Postmaster:
changes to What's News at Rhode
Island College, Office of News and
Publications Services, 600 Mt.
Pleasant Ave., Providence, RI
02908.
Deadline
Deadline for submission of copy
and photos is noon the Thursday
two weeks before publication date.
Telephone
(401) 456-8090
Printing
Herald Press

The following Rhode /~land Co_llegeFoundation members were recently
electe'! to the corporation. They mclude (I to r) Christine M. Curren, a retired
coordmator and teacl}er of physical education in the Cranston school system, George W. Babcock, vice president of RI Hand and Orthopedic Center
and Beverly Bazar, vice president of Bazar, Inc. Sales Co. Other members
not picture_d are Fannie H. Melcer, professor emerita at RIC, Banice C.
Bazar, pres_1dentof Bazar, In~..Sales Co., Christine Hennessy, artistic di recto! _ofFestival Ball~t,_and Wilham E. Roccio, community banking officer for
C1t1z!ns Bank. Jommg the Foundation Board are JoAnn Coia and Joyce
·
Caprio.
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RIC student bridges business and industry
with education at Davies
by Cynthia L. Sousa
What's News Writer

ill Murphy never dreamed
of becoming
a teacher.
Standing in front of his auto
refinishing classroom at the
William M. Davies, Jr. Career and
Technical High School in Lincoln,
he's glad for the somewhat unusual
turn of events that got him there.
Not only does Murphy love teaching, he can be credited for implementing an innovative idea whose
time has indeed come-combining
business and industry with education.
Through his efforts, Davies has
established a unique relationship
with Du Pont, a well-known leader
in the auto refinishing
industry,
through which the industry shares
its knowledge and expertise of auto
refinishing products with Murphy
and his classroom in the hope of
building a more educated work force.
The company and the school have
gone to great lengths to realize their
goals. In cooperation with Davies,
Du Pont has established
the auto
refinishing curriculum. This curriculum integrates traditional academic subjects such as English and
math.
In addition, Du Pont generously
supplies written materials, visuals,
computer elements, teaching techniques, refinish product information, chemistry information
and
other supplies and state-of-the-art
equipment to Murphy's classroom.
Since September,
1993 70 students in the auto refinishing program have been using the Du Pont
curriculum in an area in the newly
completed wing at Davies.
This partnership, Du Font's only
one with a secondary school, is being
tested as the pilot program for the
entire country. And it's working!"
said Murphy.
Murphy said he has an excellent
working relationship with Du Pont
and his senior instructor from the
company, who he turns to with problems, questions or needs.
"Du Pont has been extremely supportive," said Murphy. "We would
never be able to offer this type of
curriculum to the students without
them," said Murphy.
Murphy's classroom looks like a
very large auto body shop complete
with truck bodies, air compressors
and spray booths.
Students,
covered with white
paint suits, get hands on experience
applying undercoat and topcoat layers of auto primers and finishes.
They work at their own speed and
are graded 85% on written modules
developed by Du Pont and must be
proficient in the hands-on tests.
Murphy was a good student at
Lincoln High back in the early 70s.
He enjoyed
working
on cars.
Unfortunately, Lincoln High didn't
give him the opportunity to do this.
Unable to satisfy his interest,
Murphy transferred to Davies. The
auto collision program there allowed
him to do what he enjoyed, making
school a little more interesting.
After graduating,
he opened his
own auto body shop in Cumberland,
established his reputation and clientele and was doing well.
Then, Murphy received a telephone call that would change his
life.
Norman Eichner, then principal of
Davies, remembered Murphy from
his days at the school. He told
Murphy that the present auto colli sion teacher was planning to retire

B

Bill Murphy (right) discuss an auto finish with Davies students (I to r) Derek
Sasso and Autilio Lopes. (What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley)

and thougp.t Murphy would be a
search for a business partner that
great replacement.
would work with Davies and make a
So assured of Murphy's skill and
solid commitment
to educating
capability, Eichner enrolled him in a
prospective students in the field.
vocational education course at RIC,
After closely examining several
the first step towards earning a
refinishing companies, Du Pont was
required teaching certificate before
chosen for its excellence and interbeing hired.
est in promoting education.
Although Murphy was excited
After many months of talks, visabout the prospect of the position at
its, training sessions and meetings
Davies, he was a little leery about -with education officials, a partnergoing back .to school.
ship agreement between Du Pont
Jim McCrystal,
coordinator
of
and Davies was signed in Oct., 1992.
career and technical education at
Since then many area business
RIC and Bill Kavanaugh,
former
have jumped on -the bandwagon and
professor, helped make the transiare working with Davies. Sharpe
tion easier for Murphy.
Spray Equipment,
Accu-Spray
"My study habits were a little
Equipment,
3M C9atings
and
rusty by then. They helped me make
Abrasives Division, A.T. Cross, Gthe transformation
from the work- . Tech Corporation and the Hoechsting world to the classroom," he said.
Celanese Corporation are just a few
Murphy took one course after
of the businesses that are involved
another, earned his teaching certifiwith the project in some way.
Slowly the idea of business and
cate and got the job at Davies.
That was over 10 years ago and
industry working together with eduMurphy is still taking classes at
cational institutions is catching on.
Murphy said it has become evident,
RIC. He has dozens of credits and
with the Davies-Du Pont partnersaid he takes classes that interest
ship, that this type ·of relationship
him even if they are not required for
benefits everyone involved-the stuhis degree in career and technical
dents, the business, the community
education, which he plans to receive
and the region.
in 1995.
Murphy is very happy with the
"I'm a perpetual student," said
partnership
and the outpouring of
Murphy, who lives in Lincoln. He
support from local businesses. His
said he believes that education is a
students are assigned "men tors" in
life-long process and constantly
their area of interest, be it auto body
attends workshops and seminars to
refinishing, auto collision computer
help him stay on top of the latest
estimating or auto body managing.
developments in the field.
Oftentimes, these mentor relationIn 1987, Murphy and his co-workships develop into jobs for the stuers recognized that the auto refinishing business
was changing
dent.
Senior Jennifer Segalla. the only
quickly due to the advances in tech nology.
Continued on page 9
Murphy and the others began to
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RIC alumnus will be missed in Bamberg, S.C.
Young teacher/coachmade his mark
by George LaTour
What's News Associate Editor

N

ot many of us would be
willing to call a halt to our
careers just when things
were going full tilt in our

direction.
But Marcel G. Lapierre, a Rhode
Island College graduate, Class of
1989, has done just that.
After establishing himself as an
integral part not only of the school
in which he taught but in the comhe's pulled up
m unity at-large,
stakes and headed for Mali, West
a long-time
to fulfill
Africa,
dream ... to serve his country in the
Peace Corps.
"This is something I have to do.
I've wanted to do it for a long time.
The Peace Corps has always
intrigued me. It's now or never!" he
told the managing editor of his community's newspaper, The AdvertizerHerald.
The newspaper, in turn, told - in
no uncertain terms - of the impact
Lapierre has had on his school and
community, the Denmark-Olar High
School in Bamberg, S.C.
a
Made
Lapierre
"Marcel
Difference Here," proclaimed the
headline over a lengthy feature article extolling his achievements since
coming from Rhode Island to teach
ninth-grade civics and tenth-grade
world history to mostly AfricanAmerican descent youngsters from
the small, rural Sou th Carolina
town (population 6;000).
"Lapierre may have only lived
and worked in the Denmark comyears,
munity for three-and-a-half
but in that brief time he made contributions that are certain to have
long-lasting, positive effects on the

Endowment
Continuedfrom page 1
the land and the people who inhabited it - side by side - equally and
fairly.
Katherine Murray died in June,
1993 of breast
cancer.
she
Al though
and
battled
"fought. the good
fight" throughout her illness,
Katherine
Murray had a
bigger "battle"
everyday of her
adult life, and
for the last 23 years of which she
lived and worked at Rhode Island
College, first as a part-time instructor of anthropology and finally as a
full-time faculty member with a joint
appointment in anthropology/geography and secondary education.
That Katherine believed in equal
access to the process of education for
all people is probably an understatem en t. She built a legacy at RIC
around her insistence that "education must be accessible to all and
that educators by virtue of their profession must be potent agents of
change in a democratic society."
As a college professor in Rhode
Island, "virtually all she did at the
College had the education of those
who wished to teach as her objective .
She challenged her students and
would never let them settle for
less ... She wanted students to learn,
to know they were learning, and to
reflect on what this meant in the life

the Community College of Rhode
Island, graduating in 1987, and then
it was off to RIC.
At RIC he earned a bachelor's
degree in two years in middle school
secondary education and social studies, and then taught school locally as
a substitute for one year.
Unable to find a full-time teaching
position in Rhode Island, he traveled
S. C., to attend a
to Charleston,
Teaching Expo job fair.
It was there he learned of the
opening in the Bamberg school.

It wasn't long before Principal
Charles Gallagher of Denmark-Olar
as
him
hired
School
High
teacher/coach, and then welcomed
from Little Rhody
the transplant
with open arms.
In his first year
In his first year as soccer coach at
the high school, Lapierre observed
the rapidly growing popularity of
soccer in the South, realized it was
an inexpensive sport and "a lot of
fun," so he decided to start a youth
soccer league for the Denmark community.
This year there are 110 youngsters participating in the Denmark
Youth Soccer League as well as
many people from various segments
of the community.
The local merchants sponsor the
teams, and the residents, the city
council and the Bamberg County
Council "offer tremendous support."
he put
The board of directors
together to oversee the league will
after his
assure its continuance
departure.
Lapierre also noticed that the
high school's athletic field was getting worn by all the use, and suggested to the league board that they
about acquiring
start thinking
another field.
They obtained permission from
the city to convert a landfill to a
recreation complex.
"The city loved the idea," says
Lapierre.
The National Guard came in and
cleared the area and construction
started with a $30,000 parks and
recreation grant from the county
through the state .
Then Denmark's µiayor, Carolyn
Davis, recognizing Lapierre's experin recreation,
tise and interest
asked him to direct the City of

Youth
Summer
Denmark's
Recreation Program.
The program he designed offered
soccer, outdoor activibasketball,
ties, softball, arts and crafts.
"It was a good option for the kids
and the parents enjoyed it, too,"
reports Lapierre.
This program, as well, will continue even though Lapierre has left.
"I'm going to miss Denmark-Olar,
Principal Gallagher and all the staff
here who are so good and so easy to
told The
work with," Lapierre
Advertizer-Herald writer.
And, he'll miss those in the community with whom he's worked with
so much success.
"It's been a great constructive
three years."
On Monday, Jan. 31, Lapierre left
for Phill:}.delphia in preparation for
his trip to Mali, but not before stopping by the RIC history department
to see old friends, including history
Prof. David S. Thomas, who was
anxious to share Lapierre's accomplishments with readers of What's
News.
From Philadelphia, Lapierre traveled by air for 15 hours to reach his
a Muslim country
destination,
average $300
whose inhabitants
annual income for unskilled labor
and have only a 15 percent literacy
rate.
There, after three month's training, he'll work with primary school
teachers and administrators on setting up a school curriculum.
After his two-year service for the
Peace Corps, Lapierre says he'd like
to "stay in education, get a master's
return to
degree in counseling,
Bal,Ilberg" and, hopefully, "get right
back in the system."
"I'd be very content with that," he
assures.

of our society as well as in their own
lives. She wanted them to know that
education was transformative - that
it could change the individual and
society: That teachers were not only
givers of knowledge but, because of
their position in society, were catalysts for change. It was within this
context that Katherine most often
referred to the Brown decision."
Katherine brought her honorable
ambition together and shared it
with others in many ways. In 1984,
when RIC, under her chairmanship,
sponsored a semester-long program
commemorating the 30th anniversary of the historic Brown v Board
of Education decision, Katherine,
had once again, gone beyond the call
of duty and brought national attention to the decision that not only
changed public education but many
other aspects of American life, and
to the College through her initiative.
Now, 40 years after the far-reaching decision, 10 years after the final
conference of the semester and 8
Katherine's
following
months
death, Rhode Island
untimely
College will once again attempt to
draw attention to the question of
equal access to public education
Murray
through the Katherine
in her
established
Endowment,
David
honor by her husband,
Thomas, RIC professor of history,
17, a
and their son John-David,
senior at Moses Brown.
It is the first endowment of its
kind established at RIC . "The purpose of the endowment is to support
programs for the improvement of
public education, and to inform the
general public by examining issues
of critical significance in education,

in teaching, and in learning," notes
by
the purpose paper written
Professor Thomas.
"In thinking about what to do (to
honor Katherine), and at the same
time serve the College," Thomas
said, the idea for an endowment of
this kind came over a noontime chat
with RIC President John Nazarian.
And he added, "This is exactly what
would want to do.
Katherine
Serendipity," he called it.
He said it was Katherine's belief
that "the strength of the United
States was based firmly on having
an educated citizenry ... and that
teaching was the absolute essential
endeavor - to teach people to teach.
She thought what we did was important in and of itself. She kept that
belief firmly in front of her and operated by it all the time."
"Katherine's
Thomas writes,
career at RIC and the most enduring mission of the College are linked
way.
in a special and significant
Since its founding in 1854, the
College has had a continuing commitment to the profession of public
education, and to leadership in educating educators. It originated as a
and
teacher training institution
though it has evolved today into a
college offering a
comprehensive
broad range of high quality undergraduate and graduate programs in
the liberal arts and sciences and in
professional fields, it remains the
premier public teacher training
institution in New England."
The May 2 and 3, 1984 culmination of the semester of special even ts
of the Brown
in commemoration
decision, coupled with Katherine's
energy and involvement in the event
led Thomas to plan the biannual

endowed event in such a way as to
examine issues of critical signififoster new
cance in education;
ideas;bring community members,
educators and the public together to
remember - once again - our colleague, our friend, our teacher Katherine Murray.
The Thomases have begun the
with $5,000. To conendowment
tribute towards its success and everlasting existence, supporters are
to the
asked to made donations
Murray Endowment,
Katherine
payable to the RIC Foundation,
Roberts Hall, Mt. Pleasant Ave.

quality oflife in Denmark," wrote
Carol B. Barker of The AdvertizerHerald.
Originally from Burrillville, one of
seven children of Robert P. and
Therese (Lewberg) Lapierre, Marcel
Lapierre attended Burrillville High
School where he played soccer and
was an All-State hockey player.
From Burrillville High he went to

..,..
MARCEL G. LAPIERRE

Applications for
HBS being taken
Applications for Kindergarten for
the 1994-95 school year at Rhode
Island College's laboratory school,
Henry Barnard, are being accepted
in the
until Feb. 18. Enrollment
Kindergarten program is by lottery.
Enrollment in all other grades is
by date of application.
There are openings anticipated in
grades four and five, and limited
in grade six, reports
openings
Principal Ronald Tibbetts. For additional information and applications
for any grade, call HBS at 456-8127.
Enrollment is open to all schoolage children. Tuition is charged.
Limited financial assistance may be
available. For more information on
assistance, you may call the Office
of Equal Educational Opportunity
at 456-9222. All Providence students attending HBS can receive
free bus transportation to and from
the school.
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RIC students named
to Who's Who

Workshop at Sea: a Tall-Ship adventure offered

by George LaTour
The following
Rhode Island
What's News Associate Editor
College students have been named
to Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges:
ast ye lubbers! Now is the
Jennifer
L. Allen of Ashaway,
ime to gain some knowlJennifer
C. Allin of Greenville,
dge about sailing and sea
Eliana M. Andrade of Providence,
cology.
~
Melissa Lynn Andrescavage
of
So the 17th-Century
shout to
Chepachet,
Ronita M. Appiah of
"Halt you clumsy seaman" henceProvidence,
Denise J. Asselin of
forth will never have to be bellowed
Johnston, Raymond Paul Badger of in your direction, you may sign up
Riverside, Andrew R. Bartlett of for
Rhode
Island
College's
Warwick,
Li ·sa M. Beagan
of
Geography 380: A Workshop at Sea.
Pawtucket,
Thomas M ., Bockes of
This first-time offering will be
Providence, Jan ice M. Boyd of East
available either for three college
Providence.
·
credits at a cost of $750 or may be
taken for no credit at a cost of $600,
Also, Elaine
M. Bruneau
of
Pawtucket, Rosa I. Buffington of W. and will take place on the deck of
the
H.M.S.
Kingstown, Donna Ann Carlson of
Rose
sailing
Johnston, Lisa M. Catalano of No.
out ·of Newport
Attleboro, MA, James P. Cawley, Jr.
May 15 to 21 to
of Newport, Shai Robin Chase of
sites unknown.
East Providence, Dawn M. Chearino
Mary Grady,
of Johnston, John Thomas Cimino of
a
parttime
· Cranston, Linda M. Cogean of No.
instructor
of
Scituate, Michelle L. Cote of No.
geography
in
Kingstown,
Lisa Y. Dabeck of
the
RIC
Coventry, Linda J. Demmons of
anthropology/
Lincoln, Isabel Cristina
Diaz of
geography
Providence.
department,
And, Chautrinh
Do of Central
MARYGRADY says the ship
Falls, Robert E. Downey, III of No.
may sail for Block Island and, perKingstown,
David B. Efros of
haps, the Vineyard off Cape Cod,
Johnston, Claudia Yidina Erazo of but, in any case, will return to
Providence,
Rollice J. Ernst of
Newport.
Cranston, Kimberly M. Fangiullo of
Age is no barrier to sign up for
West Kingstown, Laurie Ann Farrell
this once-in-a-lifetime
chance to
of Pawtucket, Gerald T. Flynn, Jr. of gain intensive hands-on experience
Warwick, Kary Jean Friel of Hope
sailing a 179-foot, square-rigged
Valley, Donna Marie Gallo of · Tall Ship, the largest active wooden
Cranston,
Patricia
Gates
of
Tall Ship in the world.
Stoughton, MA, Joseph A. Gemma,
Built in 1970 in Nova Scotia, it is
Jr. of Johnston,
Concetta Marie
a replica of the British frigate,
Giusti, ,of W. Warwick.
H.M.S. Rose, built in Hull, England,
Also, John J. Gostanian
of
in 1757. It carries three masts, a flying jib on the bow and spanker sail
Warwick, Arlene Baolian Guan of
on the stern, and boasts 24 cannons .
Providence, Tracie Jeanne Guenette
of Lincoln, David R. Heroux of
Manville,
Glen
Hopkins
of
Providence, Scott Douglas Hunter of
Providence, Judith A. Jenkins of
Foster, Steven Jette of Crest View,
Florida, Sharon Anne Joubert of
Johnston, Stephen P. Kelley, Jr. of
The RIC Security
and Safety
Smithfield,
Anna Kendrick
of
Department is seeking the increased
Rehoboth,
MA,
Michaela
vigilance _ and cooperation
of aU
MacManus
Keough of Warwick,
members of the College community
Alison King of Rehoboth, MA, Ken
in protecting its property and makes
the following suggestions to prevent
Kirejczyk of No. Providence.
theft from offices, classroom buildAnd,
Gina
G. LaProva
of
ings:
Providence, Melissa Laflamme of
1. Always keep your wallet or
Cranston,
Erin S. Lanctot
of
purse
in your possession or lock it in
Woonsocket, Dawn J. Lefebvre of
Woonsocket, Kenneth A. Lindberg of your desk or filing cabinet.
2. Never carry more money than
Warwick, Bo Loeung of Providence,
you
need. If you have to carry a
Todd P. Lucas of No. Providence,
large sum, place it in a small cloth
William Macera of Cranston, Kayte
bag and pin it to your clothing or
L. Mattingly of Providence, Michael
inside pocket.
T. McGee of Cranston,
Denise J.
3. Keep a record of all credit cards,
Morell of Harrisville,
Steven
their numbers and whom to call in
Morgenweck of Tiverton, Lonnie
the event they are lost or stolen.
Morris of Coventry, Deirde C. Morris
of Providence, Jennifer L. Mudge of Keep a copy of this list in your room
or home. Report the theft of credit
Providence, Michael Z. Mullen of
cards immediately to the company
Warwick.
and to Security and Safety.
Also, Jamie
Murray
of No.
4. Become more security conscious
Smithfield, Patricia A. Overdeep of for your own protection, as well as
Smithfield, Oscar Alberto PaGuerra
that of your fellow workers or stuof Central Fails, Lori A. Pelletier of
dents. Report all suspicious-acting
West Kingstown, Mikel A. Perry of persons to the Security and Safety
W. Greenwich, Richard Peters of
Department
immediately
so that
Johnston, Armand Richard Pires of they can investigate.
Pawtucket,
John D. Restrepo of
5. Never leave master keys or
Pawtucket, Irene M. Rupert of No.
room keys out in the open where
Providence,
Susan Russo of No.
they can be picked up. Carry them
Providence,
Maureen
Ryan of
or lock them up .
Warwick,.
6. Take all personal property
home or to your room when you
And, Donal<;! J. Sheehan
of
leave at night or make sure that it
Pembroke,
MA, Walter Sotelo of
is locked in your desk, locker or filProvidence, Lori L. Tautenhan
of
ing cabinet.
No. Providence, Susan L. Taylor of
7. Follow departmental
policy in
Middletown,
Michelle
Diane
Tessitore of Woonsocket, Michelle E . securing state property by locking it
away or checking it back into its
Trottier of Pawtucket, Eric Charles
storage area. Check to see if it is
Tucker
of Providence,
Albert
still there the next day and, if missFrederick
Tyas of Johnston,
and
ing, report it promptly .
Tianshu Zheng of Providence.

H.M.S. ROSE will take students out for a RIC Workshop ~t Sea May 15-21.

The crew, under Capt. Richard
Bailey, will provide instructions on
sailing (which will include navigation and chart reading) and, certainly, no one will be forced to do
anything he or she doesn't want to
-like climbing the 130-foot main
mast. Grady will provide instructions on geography, sea ecology and
the coastal environment.
Together, an opportunity for team
work and camaraderie will be fostered.
"This is the first time the ship's
crew is offering a course for college
credit," reports Grady, who points
out that it is a training ship, not a
cruise ship. It is the largest training
ship in the country, she adds.
Previously, the crew of the H.M.S.
Rose has provided corporate and

private individual training.
Canadian
made and American
owned, the ship is normally docked
at Bridgeport, Conn.
Grady urges anyone who is interested to register early as only 30
people will be taken on board in
addition to the crew, and it's f(rstcome-first-served.
She points out that the workshop
at sea will be advertised outside of
Rhode Island through the Tall Ship's
mailing list.
Deadline for registration is May 1.
For more detailed information or
to register, you should contact Mary
Grady at 456-8005 or 454-8475 or by
writing
her
in care
of the
Anthropology/Geography
Department, Rhode Island College,
Providence 02908.

Tips on protecting
property

PASTRY KING Michael Manni, Class of 1974, and owner of LaSalle Bakery
on Smith Street, makes up a sampling of the hundreds of pastries he will
contribute to the 'Adams Affair' Feb. 19 at Rhodes-on-the-Pawtuxet.
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On the job with ...
John Taylor, director of RIC's physical fitness, exercise and recreation programs
"Ponce de Leon searched the world for the Fountain of Youth when all he had to do was jog around
the block," says John S. Taylor, director of Rhode Island College's physical fitness, exercise and recreation programs.
Taylor says it with a straight face, leading you to pause and think for a second before you realize the
humor in that statement.
It's typical of the man who often appears intense and whose dry wit can catch you off guard.
Serious about physical fitness, he regularly approaches those whose fitness regimen is somewhat
less than might be desired and chides them gently with that good humor to "get on the stick" and
quick.
Upon spotting a former avid cigar smoker on campus, Taylor would call out loud and clear: "I see
you're still smoking those lettuce leaves!" That brought laughter, but it also got the point across: smoking is ridiculous.
Taylor has been preaching good- health practices at RIC for 28 years and, it seems, done so with a
touch of the tough love he saw his father use so effectively.
Taylor's father, a former physical education teacher and boxing coach, is still going strong at age 86,
teaching the art of boxing in the gym in his Connecticut home. A brother and sister both have been in
teaching through the years, and Taylor's wife is the associate athletic coach at Brown University
where she has been employed for the past 25 years.
She and John both graduated from Springfield College after which John taught physical education
for a period of three years in a Connecticut high school before coming to RIC.
A familiar face around the RIC Recreation Center, Taylor likes to use a one-on-one approach to helping people develop a personal fitness program.
He's patient and more than willing to tailor a personal program for those intent upon achieving
physical fitness and good health.
"I try to keep myself in shape," he explains, and thereby "teach by example."
"I like to help people, especially student;," he says, adding with a smile, "I like to see the underdog
win and, if you're out of shape, I guess you're an underdog."
"It takes a long time to get out of shape," Taylor points out, "so, you have to expect it will take a long
time to get back in shape ...except for the young."
They, he says, can usually get back in shape more easily, although given that, they still tend to take
a lot for granted.
And John Taylor is one person who doesn't believe in taking good health for granted.

Photos by
Gordon E. Rowley
and Richard W. Dionne, Jr.

BELOW LEFT: John Taylor with some of his athletic awards,
and BELOW RIGHT advising Junior.Jeff Mello on the leg
extension machine.

Textby
George LaTour
AT LEFT: Taylor takes a lap around the track to talk with exercising senior Nicole Iannelli. BELOW an aerobic class, one of the
many activities under his Jurisdiction.
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State ·of the College

Multicultural preparation for college

Continued from page 1

An important piece of the puzzle for
RIC is that 94 percent of students
studying at RIC are Rhode Island
residents, according to a prepared
handout.
"Even if we (the system of higher
education) were to receive $130 million, it would be less than what we
received five years ago," President
Nazarian said. "I need not tell you
how many more students
we are
serving,
and how long we have
existed without the proper level of
funding for capital, repairs, asset
protection, travel, and other operating expenses.
"Our energies are being consumed
on a daily basis by fiscal crises," the
president said. "This is not the way
to manage an institution of higher
learning."
Where's
the
silver
lining?
According to President Nazarian
there is none. Rather, "we must
seize the opportunity
to examine,
review, c1.ndassess what we do and
how we should address
change
before we are directed to do so."
He said the "days of incremental
increases
in state appropriation
with tuition increases in the 9-to-10
percent range are gone forever. The
days of making the hard choices can
GETTING PREPARED: RIC Information and Preparation Day for Multic_ultur~I Students on Jan. 26 finds (I to r)
no longer be avoided."
Dolores Diaz of the Alternate Learning Project, Luigi Agostfni of c_Iass1c~IHigh S?hool, Apollos Nwauwa of the
Among the topics President
history department, and Autilio Lopes of the Alternate Learnmg Pro1ectgomg over mformat,on.
Nazarian addressed was the issue of
merger of the system of higher education, which has received pubic
attention
recently
by the local
media.
"If the purpose of studying merger
which includes a hands-on display
Cordeiro, Ed.M. and Ed.D. from
of the institutions
were motivated
by Clare Eckert
of curriculum materials and releHarvard
University
Graduate
by a sincere desire to improve the
What's News Editor
vant written resources for people
School of Education in language,
delivery of higher education, then I
w~rking with young children from
classroom practice and children's
would endorse and support such an
early childhood through grade 3 will
writing, and an M.A. in critical and
effort," he said. "However, the motibe offered again this year.
The 29th annual Rhode Island
creative
thinking
from
the
vation apparently comes from those
Highlighting
the event are two
Early Childhood Conference has
University
of Massachusetts.
who believe it will save money an·d
been scheduled for Saturday, April 9
keynote addresses.
Currently an associate professor of avoid unnecessary duplication."
from 8 a.m. to 3:45 p.m. at Coventry
Scheduled to speak is John M.
elementary
education
at RIC,
Merger of RIC, URI and CCRI
High School. This year's sponsors
Feierabend, professor and director
Cordeiro was a classroom teacher
dates back more than 40 years, and
are Rhode Island College and the
of the music education department
for 18 years in grades one through
has been studied several times. The
Henry Barnard Laboratory School.
at The Hartt
School
of the
six. She is the author of Whole
·most recent was commissioned by
"Speaking of Children:
Giving
the Board of Governors for Higher
Voice to the
Education and completed in 1988. It
The conference is open to al I those who are
Arts" is the title
is referred to as the McGuinness
of the day-long
Report,
named
after Aims C.
interested
in
early
childhood
education.
event,
which
McGuinness,
assistant
executive
will focus on
director for higher education for the
two
areas;
University of Hartford and direct9r
Learning: Whole Language and
national organization,
Education
expression
of
of the National Center for Early
Content in the Upper Elementary
Commission
of the
States.
the · arts and
Childhood
Arts in Education,
Grades, and several professional
McGuinness lead the four-member
advocacy
for
Suzuki" Musicianship Training and
articles. Cordeiro's research interindependent
study
committee
children.
The
the Connecticut Childrens Chorus.
ests focus on aspects of children's
through the investigation
of the
conference will
The author of two books on music
writing and the role of the teacher
question of merger.
feature
more
and movement activities for early
in child-centered classrooms. She is
In a summary
statement,
the
JOHN M. FEIERABEND
than 80 workchildhood - Music for Little People
presently working on two books, one · researchers found "...from our analyshops on -the
and Music for Very Little People,
an edited collection entitled, Whole
sis we are confident that merger is
arts, including arts as the curricuand several other publications
,
Language, Literacy, and Social
not an option that should be purlum, literacy through the arts and
Feierabend also produced a docuStudies:
Profiles of Classroom
sued. In fact, we strongly recomthe classroom
. mentary for PBS television titled,
Communities, Grades 1-5 , and the
mend that the idea be laid to rest
as an artistic
Music and Early Childhood.
In
other tentatively entitled, The Ties and that the state should get on
environment. In
1991, he became the first American
that Bind: Creating
Coherent
with a number of practical steps addition,
two
recipient
of the LEGO Prize, an
Classrooms across the Grades.
many of which are already underformal hearings
international award given annually
The conference is open to all those
way - to improve the functioning of
are schecfuled:
to someone who has made distincwho are interested in early childthe current system."
"How Current
tive contributions to the conditions
hood education. Private and public
The president also discussed proLevels
of
under which children live and grow.
school teachers
in grades
one
gram changes and announced perFunding Effect
In 1992-93, he published
- with
through three, and early childhood
manent or pending changes in acadLow
Income
Choristers Guild - a set of nine artiprofessionals are esp ·ecially encouremic departments
or support serChildren
and
cles which describe how to develop
aged to attend. The fee is $15.
vices.
Education," and
music literacy in group vocal setDeadline to register is March 25.
PATRICIA CORDEIRO
"How Federal
tings using a system of music literFor further information, contact
Initiatives Effect
acy
he
developed
called
conference co-chairs Alida Frey or
Education and Public Policy."
Conversational Solfeage.
Pamela Manninen,
at the Henry
Also, "A Celebration
of Ideas,"
Also invited to present is Patricia
Barnard School, at 456-8127.

Early Childhood Conference set for April 9

RIC to participate in 3rd International Sudan Studies meeting
"The Sudan: History, Polity and
Identity in a Time of Crisis" is the
theme of the third international
meeting
of the Sudan Studies
Society of the United Kingdom to be
held April 21-24 at the Mid-Town
Hotel in Boston.
Conference participants
from all
over the world are expected
to
attend, according to program orga-

nizers, Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban and
Richard
Lobban, professors
of
anthropology
at Rhode Island
College .
Some 100 presentations
by 26
panels are being organized around
scholarly themes ·such as ancient
and modern history, health, education, sociology, women's studies,
refugees and population displace-

ment, the civil war and current politics, democracy
and ChristianMuslim dialogue.
Local co-sponsoring institutions
include Northeastern
and Boston
universities and their programs of
African-American Studies, and the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts.
For further information, contact
the Lobbans at 456-8006.
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Creativity
Continued from page 1
sonality type make up the creative
individual.
"Social conditions are very important for the development of creativity," Ramocki said. "Creativity flourwhich is
ishes in an environment
non-competitive
non-judgmental,
and unrestrained."
are
Knowledge and intelligence
other factors that contribute to creativity. A creative person knows the
concepts in his or her field and can
also envisi_on how these concepts
can be applied to other disciplines .
Intellectual style is another key
in the creative process. Quoting
Ramocki draws
from Sternberg,
analogies between creative styles
and · the operation of government.
"There are the executive, legislative
of governand judicial branches
ment," Ramocki said. "Legislators
like to mak~ their own rules, they
want free reign over their situation.
And they will break the rules if
necessary, to make things work o~t.
Legislators are the entrepreneurial
types, the types to start their own
business .' Of the three intellectual
styles, they are the creative ones."
"Next, there is the executive style.
This type of individual figures out
methods what's
from established
the best way to proceed. He is not
creative. Neither are those with the
judicial style. These people analyze
and evaluate the various ways of
doing things and pass judgement on
other's actions," Ramocki said.
Of the major components of creintelativity: knowledge/intellect,
lectual style and personality type,
Ramocki believes personality traits
are the most critical.
Tolerance for ambiguity is key for
successful creativity Ramocki said.
"If you're the type of person who
needs to see the light at the en 'd of
the tunnel, who wants a good idea of
what results you'll get and how
you'll get there, you'll be a good
asset to your company. But you will
not be a creative person
"The creative type starts a project
with the feeling 'I think I'll come out
with something at the end but I'm
not quite sure what,'" Ramocki said.
While the creative person's vision of
the future is fuzzy he or she has
overwhelming drive to persist with
the project.
This inner drive helps the person
accept risk. The risk may come in
insecurity,
the form of financial
social ostracism or a blow to one's
petson
ego. "But the creative
believes in the intrinsic value of

what h e is doing and press es on
even if he is ostracized . Look at t h~
creative people through history who
have suffered as a result of their
work ," Ramocki said .
the
When students understand
and personal
social, intellectual
aspects of creativity , they come a
step closer to being creative themselves. With this background knowl;d?e, they are ready for practice .
Like any other skill , creativity
ne~ds to be done regularly ," Ramocki
said .
to the
How to bring creativity
Ramocki suggests ~lassroom?
get formal training in
mstructors
the area before they begin . Seminars
and outside reading are a good start.
As. f?r amount of time spent on creativity, ~amocki advises a significant port10n of class time , such as 10
~o 20 percent , be devoted to the subJect.
Once in the classroom, teachers
should assign projects that have
risk and ambiguity attached . "We
should ~lace .students in frustrating,
novel situations. One definition of
~telligence is the way a person acts
m .a totally new situation," Ramocki
said.
An example Ramocki uses in his
upcoming article is when marketing
students are instructed to present a
case analysis iri the form of a play .
The assignment is made more chal~enging by stating that the manager
m charge does not appreciate plays.
The instructor has the dual role of
creating difficult and novel projects
a supportive
while maintaining
environment in the classroom. But
difficulties are part of the learning
experience. "After all, that is what
reality is really like," Ramocki said.
Ramocki uses another thoughtprovoking technique in a marketing
course he is currently
creativity
teaching (Marketing 350). He begins
class by asking students what con cepts they learned in this course
that tbey have been able to apply to
their other courses. This process is
called "transfer" of knowledge and is
a step toward increased creativity
and intelligence.
The need for creative people is
greater today than at other times in
United States history. Quoting
author G. A Marken, Ramocki says:
"Although our society theoretically
appreciates creativity, in practice it
has come to value productivity and
being right, in essence promoting
safe, unrisky behavior."
Ramocki says he believes the U .S.
has lost its risk takers, its entrepreneurs, and that new ideas are
needed . "In the end, risk taking is
necessary if the economy and society
in general are to continue to grow."

- Page g
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African-American History Month continues-

HiStOrian Pau·1Stewart
'wows' his audience

PAUL STEWART, founder and curator of the Black American West Museum
and Heritage Center in De,nver, Co.. whips it up at RIC.

About 200 people showed up in
Rhode Island College's Whipple Hall
Feb. 3 to listen to the history of
"black cowboys" in the Old West as
told by Paul Stewart, founder and
curator of the Black American West
Museum and Heritage Center in
Denver, Co. Stewart's slide and lecwas part of the
ture presentation
College's African-A,merican History
Month activities scheduled throughout the month of February.
The series of events will continue
(Feb . 14) at 4 in
this afternoon
Craig-Lee room 102, with the film,

Quilombo.
Highlighting the month is a performance by Viola Davis, RIC Class
of the
of 1988, and graduate
Juilliard School of Drama, at 2 p.m.
in Gaige Auditorium Feb. 24.
Rounding out the month will be
the George A. Wiley Memorial
Program, scheduled for Feb. 24 at 7
in
p.m. in the Wiley Center
Pawtucket.
of the
For a full description
History Month
African-American
activities, see page 12 or call 4568061.

Davies-Du Pont Partnership
Continued from page 3
female in Murphy's program, has
Crown Collision as her mentor. After
graduation, she will be working at
Crown as an estimator. And, Crown
can be confident of her background
and capabilities because of her par·
ticipation in the partnership.
Murphy said he can almost guarantee every senior in his class a job
after graduation because of the networking that has resulted from this
partnership.
In addttion, Du Pont has offered
Murphy's senior class the opportunity to go to one of its development
centers in California to take a cumulative test on the curriculum . Once
passed, the student will receive a
from Du Pont
special certificate
to their knowledge and
attesting
expertise in the field, an added cre dential to their resumes .
Davies goals for the future are
broad. With the opening of its new
room a few months
multimedia
that
away, Murphy is optimistic
instruction in all areas can be deliv-

ered visually using the latest communications technology .
With continued involvement and
support from Rhode Island State
leaders, Du Pont and other businesses and industries , Davies will
be able to offer more opportunities
for its students and the local community through training programs
and classes for working area adults.
Auto body technicians from the
region, together with
northeast
will be able to
Davies students,
receive training in Du Pont refinishing systems at the auto body facility
at Davies .
It is Murphy's ultimate goal that
an accredited, integrated curriculum for secondary and post-sec ondary in the auto refinishing area
be developed in the future.
"Working with industry and other
educational institutions in the area
such as CCRI and RIC, the possibilities are endless," said Murphy.
A grand opening of the Davies-Du
is being planned
Pont partnership
for the fall.

TOASTING THORP PROFESSOR Stephen Fisher (right), associate professor of art, at a reception Feb. 3 in Alumni Lounge is Sam Ames art department chairman. The reception followed Fisher's lecture as' this year's
!horp {:'rofe~sori'.' the_Faculty o_f~~sand Sciences. The lecture was given
m con1un~tton wit~ his art exh1b1tlon, 'Heavy Time/Drawings, Prints and
Sculpture, m Banmster Gallery, which runs until Feb. 26.
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Neither sleet, nor rain, nor snow ...

SNOWY SEND-OFF for these Rhode Island College theater students and faculty members as they are about to
leave for the American College Theater Festival in Plymouth, N.H., Jan. 26-30. Senior theater major Jennifer Mudge
was one of 16 finalists and chosen first alternate to the two regional scholarship winners, placing third among 108
auditionees. (What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley)

How DO They Make Those Sounds?
The second Young People's
Concert in a two-part series by the
American Band will be performed
Sunday, Feb. 20, starting at 3 p.m.
in Gaige Hall auditorium.
"How Do They Make
Entitled
Those Sounds," it will offer a variety
of solos and small and large ensem-

bles.
The first concert in the series,
"Animals 'n Space,' was held Jan. 23
in Roberts Hall auditorium.
The smaller Gaige auditorium,
Francis
says band conductor
Marciniak, will serve as a suitable
area for youngsters to be close to

the instruments as the members of
the band demonstrate how musical
sounds are produced on brass, woodwind and percussion instruments.
Tickets are $5 and may be purchased at the door or by calling the
RIC music department in advance at
456-8244.

Grant for Ghosts
forum received
Rhode Island College and P.
of the
Hutchinson
William
Department of Theatre and Dance
have received an Early Response
Grant of $1,000 from the Rhode
the
for
Committee
Island
Humanities for a scheduled public
forum related to RIC's forthcoming
production of Ibsen's Ghosts.
The play will be performed Feb.
17 through 20 at RIC under the
Hutchinson.
of
direction
Performance are at 8 p.m. on Feb.
1
17, 18 and 19 and at .2 p.m. on Feb. ·
20.
On Thursday, Feb 17, immediately following the 8 p.m. performance, three panelists will discuss
the public issues raised by the play
with interested audience members.
include: Samuel
The panelists
Coale of the Department of English
at Wheaton College; Sheri Smith of
the RIC philosophy department;
and Sally Zierler of the department
Health at Brown
of Community
University.
Coale will focus on Ibsen's "problem plays"; Smith will discuss ethical issues; and Zierler will focus on
the history of disease, especially as
related to the current AIDS crisis.
Hutchinson will moderate the panel
discussion.
The forum is free and open to the
public.
Under the title "Ibsen's Ghosts:
Societal and Religious HypocrisyPast and Present," the scholars, in
in the
addition to participating
panel discussion and open forum,
will also provide essays for audience
members who attend any of the performances of the play.
For ticket reservations, call 401456-8060.

'An Afternoon at the Piano' being
offered by RIC for pianists
High school and college pianists
in the area are being invited to
Rhode Island College by the music
department for "An Afternoon at the
Piano" on Wednesday, Feb. 16, from
1 to 4:30 p.m. in Roberts Hall 138
(recital chamber).
The events will begin with a
recital by visiting recording artist
Virginia Eskin, who will play some
of the works of black composers, followed by performances by RIC piano

faculty and students, then master
classes with the RIC faculty. A reception for participants and observers
will conclude the program.
There is no ·registration charge for
the events.
Francis M. Marciniak, professor of
music at RIC, says about 70 area
schools have been contacted as well
as some 100 private piano teachers,
inviting them to attend the event, a
first for the college.

RIC High School Theater, .Dance
Camp is June 27-July 22

SPELLING BEE CHAMP is Seth Warren, son of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Warren
of Providence, who led all the Henry Barnard School contestants in the
fourth, fifth and sixth grades by spelling correctly the word 'Sequoia.'
As the Barnard winner, he will go on to compete in the state spelling bee
on March 19 at the Omni Biltmore. With Seth, a sixth grader, is fourth grade
teacher and assistant professor Deborah Svengalis, who coordinated the
Barnard event.

Rhode Island College High School
Theater and Dance Camp for those
in
aged 14 to 17 and currently
grades 8-11 is set for June 27-July
22 at RIC.
The College's department of theater and dance will offer instruction
on acting, improvisation, auditioning, voice, stage movement, techniand dance Monday
cal theater
through Friday on the dates noted
from 9:30 a.m. until 3:30 p.m.

Tuition is $275 plus a $20 nonrefundable application fee. Some
available.
are
scholarships
Application qeadline is April 30.
is limited, so early
Enrollment
application is advisable.
For more information, call 4568639 or write to Edward A. Scheff,
Department of Theater and .Dance,
Rhode Island College, Providence
02908.
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Dance is 'the stuff of life' for Alvin Ailey
.
Ensemble
Will give encore performance at RIC Feb. 23
When the Alvin Ailey Repertory
Ensemble comes to Rhode Island
College Wednesday, Feb. 23, it will
be bringing one of the most visible
in
traditions
and important
American dance for an encore performance.
The ensemble, under the ~rtistic
direction of Sylvia Waters, will perform at 8 p.m. in Roberts Hall auditorium as part of the College's
Performing Arts Series.
"World renowned and internationally acclaimed, the company presents a mixture of jazz and modern
dance grounded in ballet technique
and performs it with a flair and
expertise matched by few companies
around today," says Karen Wilson of
The River City Gazette.
Artistic director Waters, formerly
an Ailey principal dancer, maintains
the vision of what Alvin Ailey himself wanted for his young dancers.
The ensemble performs the works
of Alvin Ailey and other choreographers such as Kevin Jeff, Eleo
& Smith.
Pomare and Shapiro
Judith Jamison, famed Ailey dancer,
and now artistic director of the Alvin
Ailey American Dance Theater and
school, also sets
the company's
works for the company and acts as
artistic advisor to the Repertory

ALVIN AILEY REPERTORY ENSEMBLE members Solange Sandy and Terry
Callaway dance to Ailey's '/SBA.'

noted Wilson.
"Throughout its history, dance not
only has b.een a reflection of an individual society, but of the en tire
human experience with its many
facets and emotions.

"Ifs a reflection of body and soul, which we all have,
regardless of race, or economic position; or lan·
guage barrier.
Ensemble.
Founded in 197 4 by Alvin Ailey to
showcase the most exceptional students from his school (the American
Dance Center) the company has
grown to become an important touring arm of the Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theater.
Each year the ensemble tours
nationally to over 30 cities.
way, the company
And;alongthe
has become a good will representative of American dance and its role
in society.
"Dance as a universal language
long has been responsible for breaking down social and racial barriers,"

To Ailey, any good choreographer
drew from what he knew and experienced himself. What he did, however, was to become one of the leading choreographers of all time.
The fact that he was African
American enabled him to introduce
the world to his culture and act as a
tremendously important role model
and
students
for black artists,
adults alike.

"Alvin. was so unique because he
was so specific about his AfricanAmerican heritage that what he had
to
universal
to say became
humankind," Judith Jamison told
CBS' Sunday Morning profile on the
company.
When Alvin Ailey died in 1989, it
was not only the dance world that
lost someone.
"By now, the vibrant and accomplished dancing of the Alvin Ailey
Repertory Ensemble should come as
says the New York
no surprise,"
Times, "but the group outdid
itself .. .in a ·performance that stood
out for its artistry and sophistication."
"Seeds," "Hex," "To Have and To
Hold" and Ailey's "ISBA" are scheduled to be performed at RIC by one
or more of the 12 dancers in the
ensemble.
is part of the
The performance
AT&T Dance Tour. It is being funded
in part by the Rhode Island State
Council on the Arts.
Tickets are $16 with discounts
available for senior citizens, students, RIC faculty and staff, and
with VISA or
may be purchased
MasterCard via telephone by calling
"456-8194, or at the Roberts box
office.
The box office opens approximately 10 days prior to date of performance. Box office hours are 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and until
time of performance on Feb. 23.
G.L.

"It's a reflection of body and soul,
of
which we all have, regardless
race, or economic position, or language barrier.
"It is the only art form with a language of its own, allowing dancers
to step into a studio or onto a stage
anywhere in the world."
When Alvin Ailey began his
American Dance Theater in 1954,
he did so to create dances.
The fact that he drew from his
heritage,
own African-American
infusing his work with experiences
and feelings unique to the black culture, was secondary.

DONATING ATLAS of the World and Atlas of the United States to the
Adams Library at Rhode Island College on beh~lf of the Rhode Island
Geography Alliance are Profs. Ches_ter Smolski ([eft) an<! Anne Petry.
Accepting on behalf of the library is Richard 0/seQ, ltbrary dtrector.

'TO-THE-POINTE' Festival Ballet's performance in the RIC Rhode Island
Dances Series is set for Saturday, Feb. 26, at 8 p.m. and Sunday, Feb. 27, at
2:30 p.m., both in Roberts Hall auditorium. Described as an adventure In
experimentation and diversity, 'To-the-Pointe' will feature Festival Ballet's
qutstanding dancers in contemporary ballet classics and new commissions by noted young American choreographers. General admission tickets are $15 with discounts for senior citizens, students and RIC faculty and
staff. For further information, ca/1456-9791.
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CALENDA
FEB

•

14

-R

2 8

Sundays
8 p.m.-Catholic

Mass will be
offered every Sunday evening in the
Thorp Lounge.

Mondays
11 a.m.-McAuley House Volunteers
meet in the Chaplains' Office, SU
300, to work in the soup kitchen
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Noon to 1 p.m.-Alcoholics
Anonymous open meeting.

Tuesdays
Noon-Bible Sharing in the
Chaplains' Office.

Wednesdays
Roman Catholic Mass will be celebrated Wednesdays during Lent at
12:30 p.m. in SU 307 (Feb. 23
through March 30).
Daily prayer will be held in the
Chaplains' Office, SU 300, at 11
a.m.

14

Monday

2:30
to
3:30
p.m.-Career
Development Center workshop on
Resumes. Craig-Lee 057.

4 p.m.-Film Quilombo to be shown
in Craig-Lee 102 as part of AfricanAmerican History Month. Free and
open to the public.

16

Wednesday

12:30 p.rn. to 2 p.rn.- Di~cussion:
"Racism in Higher Ed." Gaige
Auditorium/TV Studio.as part of
African-American History Month.
Free and open to the public.

19

Saturday

10 a.rn. to 3 p.m.-Bus Trip to J.F.
Kennedy Museum. The bus leaves
from SU Loop. Tickets are $3 at the
SU Info Desk. For further information, call the Campus Center, 4568034.
8 p.m.-The

Adams Affair at
Rhodes-on-the-Pawtucket.
Call 4568105 for info.

20

Sunday ·

11:30 a.m.-Brunch
Bingo. To be
held in the Donovan Dining ' Center.
Free. For further information, call
the Campus Center, 456-8034.

Thursday

Theatre. Ghosts by Henrik Ibsen
and directed by P. William
Hutchinson. To be held in Roberts
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Feb . 17-19
and at 2 p.m. on Feb. 20. Reserved
seating, $8; senior citizens and non
RIC students, $7; RIC students, $3.

Thursday

2 to 3:30 p.m.-Career
Development Center workshop on
Interviews. Craig-Lee 057.

of My Beat I Viola
Part of
Davis. Gaige Auditorium.
African-American
History Month.
Free and open to the public .
2 p.rn. -Rhythm

7 to 9 p.m.-George
A. Wiley
Memorial Program. Wiley Center,
Pawtucket.
Part
of AfricanAmerican History Month. Free and
open to the public.

3 p.m.-Music:

American Band.
Young People's Concert: "How Do
They Make Those Sounds?" Francis
Marciniak will conduct. To be held
in Gaige Auditorium. Admission is
$5.
7 p.m.-RIC Talent Showcase I Open
Microphone. Students, staff and faculty are invited to perform. Sign up
at SU Info Desk or call 456-8148.
Free ice cream sundaes will be
served.

21

26-27

Saturday

Dance: RIC Dance Series presents
Festival Ballet-"To-the-Pointe". To
be held at 8 p.m., Feb. 26 and 2
p.m.; Feb. 27 in Roberts
Auditorium. General admission,
$10; senior citizens, groups, nonRIC students and RIC faculty/staff,
$8; RIC students, $6.

26
Saturday
1 p.m.- Kids Day. To be held in
SU (room to be announced). Free.
For further information, call the
Campus Center, 456-8031.

27

Sunday

Malcolm X to be
shown in the SU Ballroom. Part of
African-American History Month.
Free.
8 p.rn.-Film.

28

Monday

11 a.m.-Strong
Connections.
Personal
memoirs
shared
by
College
community.
Alumni
Lounge. Part of African-American
History Month.

Monday

12:30 to 2 p.m.-Unity
Center
Opening. SU 211.Part of AfricanAmerican History Month.

6:30 p.m.-Covenant
Signing on the
RIC mall.Part of African-American
History Month.
7:30 p.m.-Gospel Concert. Gaige
Auditorium. Part of AfricanAmerican History Month. Free and
open to the public.

1 p.m.-Roman
Catholic Mass will
be celebrated ori Ash Wednesday,
Tuesday
22
Feb. 16, in the SU Ballroom. Ash
Wednesday services will be held in
' 1:30
to
2:30
p.m.-Career
the SU Ballroom as follows: 9 a.m., ' Development Center workshop on
10 a.m., conducted by Jim
Job Search. Craig-Lee 057 .
Montavon; 11 a.m., noon and 4
2:p.m.-Panel
Discussion
on
p.m., conducted :by Rev. Gail
Providing
Health
Care:
Stated
Wheelock. Also 8 p.m. in Sweet
Perspectives. TBA. Par,t of AfricanHall, conducted by Jim Montavon.
American History Month. Free and
1 p.m.-Chamber
Music Series.
open to the public. Call 456-8061 for
Pianist Virginia Eskin will perform
info .•
in recital a program in honor of
African-American
History Mon th
23
Wednesday
featuring the works of black com posers, including Scott Joplin and
10 a.rn. to 2 p.m.-Nursing
Career
Jelly Roll Morton in the Chamber
Day will be held in the SU Ballroom .
Music Series Wednesday, Feb. 16, at
All persons interested in nursing
1 p.m. in Roberts Hall 138 (recital
career opportunities are invited to
chamber). The recital is free and
attend .
open to the public.
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.-Dance
masClass. Intermediate/advanced
17
Thursday
ter class with members of the Alvin
Ailey Repertory Ensemble. Part of
3 to 4 p.m.-Career Development
the Performing Arts Series to be
Center workshop on Job Search.
held in the Recreation Center
Craig-Lee 057.
Annex .

17-20

24

3 to 4 p.m.-Career Development ·
Center workshop on Resumes . Craig Lee 057.
8 p.m.-Dance: Alvin Ailey
Repertory Ensemble . Part of the
Performing Arts Series to be held in
Roberts Auditorium. Reserved seat ing, $16; senior citizens and RIC faculty/staff, $14; non-RIC students ,
$12; RIC students , $4.50.

Sports E.vents
15

Tuesday

6 p.m.-Women's Basketball. RIC vs. Western Conn. State University at
Western Conn. State University.
·
8 ·p.m.-Men's Basketball. RIC vs. Western Conn. State University at
Western Conn. State University.

17

Thursday

7:;lQp.m.-Men's

Basketball : RIC vs. Nichols College at Nichols College.

18

Friday -

7 p.m.-Women's Basketball. RIC vs. Rivier College. Home.*
TBA-Men's Wrestling. New England Championships. Away.

19

Saturday

1 p..m.-Women's Gymnastics at Mass. Institute of Technology.
Basketball. RIC vs. University of NY-Stony Brook. Home.*
TBA-Men 's Wrestling. New England Championships. Away.
3 p.m.-Men's

20
TBA-Men's

22

Sunday
Wrestling. New England Championships.

Site: Trinity College.

Tuesday

TBA-Women 's Basketball. Little East Conference Playoffs-first round.
Away.
TBA-Men 's Basketball. Little East Conference Playoffs-first round. Away.

25

Friday

TBA-Women 's Basketball. Little East Conference Playoffs-semi finals.
Away.
TBA-Men 's Basketball. Little East Conference Playoffs-semi finals. Away.

26

Saturday

TBA-Women's Basketball . Little East Conference · Playoffs-finals.
.Away.
2 p.m.-Women 's Gymnastics at University of Bridgeport.
TBA-Men's Basketball. Little East Conference Playoffs-finals.
Away.
*Home events held at Our Lady of Providence Gymnasium, Regent Ave.,
Prov., RI.

